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Side-channel a acks in cryptography

Power analysis a acks [KJJ99]

Timing a acks [Koc96, BB03]

Electromagne c a acks [Eck85, GMO01]

Acous c a acks [AA04, GST14]



How do we modelize a leakage trace?

Each node of interest follows a distribu on X. Its leakage Y is a randomized func on f(X).

[GPP+16]
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Concrete modeliza on of leakage
 Popular one is “Hamming weight + Gaussian” [BCO04]: f(X) = HW(X) +N (0, σ)

Very realis c. Very hard to work with.



How do we modelize a leakage trace?

Each node of interest follows a distribu on X. Its leakage Y is a randomized func on f(X).

[GPP+16]

Noisy leakage models: “The leakage Y bias the expected distribu on of X”
 [PR13]: bias metric is EN(X|Y) = EY ∥X− (X|Y)∥2
 [DDF14]: bias metric is SD(X|Y) = 1

2EY ∥X− (X|Y)∥1
Realis c but unwieldy. Defini on implicitly depends of X.



How do we modelize a leakage trace?

Each node of interest follows a distribu on X. Its leakage Y is a randomized func on f(X).

[GPP+16]

Probing models: “The adversary may know exactly some nodes”
 Threshold [ISW03]: adv. chooses exactly t nodes to probe
 Random [ISW03]: adv. probes each node with prob. ε

Idealized but easy to use.



The cryptographer’s problem

People propose secure compilers to protect circuits.
We have circuit compilers and several shades of leakage models...

Concrete leakage modeliza ons

Noisy leakage models

Probing models

Circuit compilers

... and we want to show in the most efficient way that a circuit compiler is secure for a
concrete modeliza on of leakage .
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Roadmap

1 Unify the noisy leakage models and propose new ones

2 Link the noisy leakage models to a concrete modeliza on of leakage

3 Link the noisy leakage models to probing models

4 Prove compilers directly in a noisy leakage model



The Pointwise Mutual Informa on

Defini on (Pointwise mutual informa on)

Let X,Y be random variables over X . We note:

pmiX,Y(x, y) = log
(

Pr[X = x,Y = y]
Pr[X = x]Pr[Y = y]

)
.

PMIX,Y(x, y) = epmiX,Y(x,y) − 1 =
Pr[X = x,Y = y]

Pr[X = x]Pr[Y = y]
− 1 .

Common tool in computa onal linguis cs [CH89] as an associa on measure:
1 pmi(“Sean”, “Penn”) ≫ 0;
2 pmi(“Banana”, “Bag”) ≈ 0;
3 pmi(“Pineapple”, “Italian Pizza”) ≪ 0.

The mutual informa on verifies MI(X;Y) = E(X,Y)
[
pmiX,Y

]
.



Unifying Leakage Metrics from the PMI

(Re)defining leakage metrics

 EN(X|Y) := EY

√
EX

[
P[X]PMI2

]
[PR13]

 SD(X|Y) := 1
2 · EXEY [|PMI|] [DDF14]

 ARE(X|Y) := EY [maxx |PMI|] [this work, average rela ve error]
 RE(X|Y) := maxx,y |PMI| [this work, rela ve error]

We note that:
 ARE and RE are worst-case metrics;
 EN and SD are average-case metrics.

This raises three ques ons:
 Does this change their proper es?
 Does it imply stronger condi ons?
 Does it provide be er proofs?
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Some Nice Proper es

Rela ons with other metrics

1 2 · SD(X|Y) ≤ ARE(X|Y) ≤ 2N · SD(X|Y);
2 2 · SD(X|Y)2 ≤MI(X;Y) ≤ 2 · RE(X|Y) · SD(X|Y).

 The ARE- and SD-noisy leakage models are equivalent.
 Bounds on MI simpler/ ghter than previous ones [DFS15a, DDF14].

Self-reducibility

Let f : X → Y be a randomized leakage func on.
1 If f is δ-RE-noisy for some X, then it is 2δ

1−δ -RE-noisy for any X
′.

2 If f is δ-ARE-noisy for some X, then it is 2δ(1+δRE)
1−δ -ARE-noisy for any X′.

 Consequence: we don’t care about the underlying distribu on.
 [DFS16] has a similar theorem for SD, but with a O(N) blow-up, and only for X uniform.



From Concrete Leakage to Noisy Leakage
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Figure 1: Distribu on of HW(X) for X uniform in {0, . . . ,24 − 1}

Each metric (EN, SD, ARE, RE) can be interpreted as the average/max/... of:∣∣∣∣ f(X)|(HW(X) = k)
f(X)

− 1
∣∣∣∣ .
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From Concrete Leakage to Noisy Leakage
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Figure 1: Distribu on of f(X) = HW(X) +N (0, σ) and f(X)|(HW(X) = k)

We show that (omi ng constant factors):

 EN(X|f(X)) ∼ 1
σ

√
logN
N

 SD(X|f(X)) ∼
√
logN
σ

 ARE(X|f(X)) ∼ logN
σ

 RE(X|f(X)) ∼ τ logN
σ

Key takeaway: SD, RE and ARE essen ally scale at the same speed.



Noisy Leakage⇔ Random Probing

Simula ng a noisy adversary with a random probing adversary

 [DDF14]: a (N · δ)-random probing adv. can simulate a δ-SD-noisy adv.
 [this work]: a δ-random probing adv. can simulate a δ-ARE-noisy adv.

 Cri cal step is expressing ε = 1−
∑

yminx P[f(x) = y] from δ:
 if δ = SD(X|f(X)), a factor N is lost because “sum ≤ N×max”
 if δ = ARE(X|f(X)), no loss because “max ≤ max”

 We believe a fundamental reason is that random probing and ARE-noisy are
“worst-case”, whereas SD-noisy is “average-case”.

We also show that an ARE-noisy adv. can simulate a random probing adv.
Consequence:

ARE-noisy⇔ SD-noisy⇔ random probing⇔ average random probing
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What we did

1 Unify exis ng noisy leakage metrics , propose new
ones

 Tool: pointwise mutual informa on
 New metrics: RE and ARE

2 We link noisy leakage models to
a concrete modeliza on of leakage

3 We reduce the ARE-noisy model to the
random probing model :
 No loss of a factor O(N) as in [DDF14]
 We show (leakage models)⇔ (probing models)

4 We prove compilers directly in the RE-noisy model
 Hardness amplifica on
 Tool: Rényi divergence
 Parameters scale with #leakages (say 230), rather than
security level (say 2256)

 Not in this talk :-(

Concrete leakage

Noisy leakage models

Probing models

Circuit compilers

1

2

3
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Thanks!
https://ia.cr/2019/138
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